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Unique Bargains Soft Warm Solid Reversible Faux Fur Blanket Queen Size
w/ White Plush for Couch Bed,78

  

Description:Enjoy the softness and warmth of this long shaggy decorative plush faux fur blanket. Put it on the sofa as a blanket, which has a
decorative effect on your bed and sofa. Add one in the office, without fear of air conditioning. Your lovely pet will also like it very much because it
is very soft. Our long hair reversible blanket can be used as photo props because of her soft and beautiful solid color as well. At the same time,
For those who are important to you, it is also a warm gift.Blanket Available in 4 Sizes:-Throw Size: 51 by 59 Inch(130*150 cm)-Twin Size: 59 by
78 Inch(150*200 cm)-Full Size: 70 by 78 Inch(180*200 cm)-Queen Size: 78 by 90 Inch(200*230 cm)Color: Off White, White, Champagne Color,
Brown, Red 1, Green, Beige, Blue, Beige 1, Red, Camel, Coffee Color, Purple, Sky Blue, Pink, Pale Gray.Easy care: Hand wash recommended.
Dry cleaning at low temperature only gentle cycle with cold water, tumble dry at very low temperature.Package Contents:1 x Faux Fur Bed
Blanket OR 1 x Faux Fur Throw Blanket with 2 Long Shaggy Cushion CoverNote:1. Due to the shooting, the actual color is may slightly different
from the picture.2. Variability of 2-3 cm is possible due to measurement process, please make sure you do not mind before you bid. 3. Due to
logistics reasons, we use compressed packaging, blankets will be soft and smooth after washing. 4. Our products may have float hair on the
surface of the product. This is a normal phenomenon, but it will no shed after normal machine washing. Looking forward to your
understanding.   

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
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Unique Bargains Soft Warm Solid Reversible Faux Fur Blanket Queen Size w/ White Plush for Couch Bed,78
 

Price 
48,90 €

Discount -11,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerUnique Bargains 

Description Soft,Plush,Warm;Machine Washable? 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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